
High profile cases such as that of BHS and Carillion have 
ensured that the topic of pensions has never been far from 
the front pages of newspapers and the minds of the 
general public.

Scottish pensions have not escaped the economic 
turbulence of recent years with rising deficits coming 
under mounting scrutiny. What matters most, though, is not 
the size of the deficit – it’s the size relative to the 
profitability of the business, and the risks that the deficit 
may grow in future.

This paper explores the key issues faced by pension 
schemes in Scotland and their sponsoring employers. We 
have analysed the 31 Scottish-based Plcs and leading 
private companies and placed their pension scheme 
obligations in the context of the businesses that support 
them.

Scottish Pensions Index
Putting pensions into context

1. Exposure; greater deficits and greater risk taking:  
Whilst many may have sighed with relief at the 
improvement in affordability and aggregate deficit of 
Scotland’s pension schemes over the latter stages of 2017, 
the volatility experienced in the first quarter of 2018 is a 
stark reminder that Scottish schemes are on average 4 
times more exposed (in days of earnings terms) to the highs 
and lows of the equity markets than their FTSE 350 
counterparts.

2. Contributions vs dividends: 
FTSE 350 companies predominantly expend more days of 
earnings on dividends than pension contributions whilst 
the reverse is true for the average Scottish company.

3. While most Scottish companies are well placed, 7 of 
the 31 companies we analysed have exposures similar in 
relative scale to those faced by Carillion.
With careful management Scottish pension schemes 
remain largely affordable, however, the burden of pensions 
is significant for a number of Scottish companies.

The 2017/18 financial year has seen pension schemes 
and the employers that sponsor them come under the 
spotlight once again. 

Aggregate1 

deficit
Days of combined 
companies’ earnings 
required to pay off  
aggregate deficit

Scottish Companies 
FY 2015/16

£825m 65 days

Scottish Companies 
FY 2016/17

£1.3bn  62 days

Scottish Companies 
end December 2017

£800m 38 days

Scottish Companies 
end March 2018

£920m 43 days

• The typical Scottish pension scheme would require 6 
months of earnings to fund their deficit last year (FY 
16/17). This has fallen to an estimated 3 months of 
earnings as at March 2018.

• Average pension contributions totalled 1 month of 
earnings for Scottish pension schemes last year.

• The typical Scottish company paid out just under 1 
month of earnings in dividends last year. 

1 We have excluded RBS from the aggregate and combined the figures 
due to the distorting effect of such a comparatively large scheme. 

Summary
We have identified three key themes from our research: 



Scottish companies face a heavier burden from 
their pension obligations than the average FTSE350 
company. 
As in previous years, the 2016/17 financial year saw 
Scottish companies placed under greater strain by 
pension commitments than their FTSE 350 peers. The 
table below shows the stark contrast, with the average 
Scottish company having to find 185 days - over half a 
year’s worth of earnings - to pay off their pension deficit 
at end FY 16/17.

The end of 2017 proved to be a stronger climate for 
pension schemes with a “perfect cocktail” of rising 
interest rates and stock markets closing the gap between 
scheme assets and liabilities. However, these gains were 
partially offset by faltering equity markets in the first 
quarter of 2018. 

 Average days of company earnings required to pay 
off pension deficit

FTSE 350 2016/17 35 days 
(vs 22 days 2015/16)

Scottish companies 
2016/17

185 days 
(vs 100 days 2015/16)

Scottish companies end 
March 2018 (est)

85 days

Carillion 2016/17 3 years

But averages don’t tell us the whole story:  
2 of the 31 Scottish companies analysed are estimated 
to require 3 or more years of earnings to pay off 
pension deficit at 31 March 2018.

Average days of company earnings exposed to 
pension risk (FY 2016/17)

FTSE 350 260 days

Scottish companies 3 years

Carillion 7 years

But averages don’t tell us the whole story:  
7 of the 31 Scottish companies analysed are estimated 
to expose 7 or more years of earnings to pension risk.

There are plenty of examples of cautionary tales of when 
pension scheme affordability and volatility can spiral out 
of control – usually to the detriment of the sponsoring 
employer. In their final published annual accounts (FY 
2016/17), Carillion required almost 3 years’ worth of 
earnings to pay off their deficit and exposed almost 10 
times the FTSE 350 average earnings to pensions 
volatility.

Schemes that use contractual cashflows from bond-like 
assets (coupons and redemptions) to meet their income 
requirements are less likely to be forced sellers of 
equity-type assets, and will consequently expose their 
sponsor (and its earnings) to a less volatile position.

Sterling total returns of UK and Overseas Equities  
(rebased to 100 at 31 Dec 2017)

Not only are pensions less affordable in Scotland, the 
average Scottish company is impacted to a greater 
extent by volatility swings in the market:
The greater variation in the figures for Scottish 
companies stems from a reliance on equity-type assets 
to address the deficit. Expressing the ‘at risk’ liabilities as 
a proportion of earnings, the typical Scottish company 
exposes 4 times as much of its earnings to pension 
scheme volatility than the FTSE 350 average. The jump of 
over £100m in aggregate deficits over the first quarter of 
2018 alone highlights the impact that significant exposure 
to the equity markets can have on a scheme’s funding 
level if not carefully managed.
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A tug of war between dividends  and pension scheme 
contributions:
The most recently published company accounts would 
suggest that earnings in Scotland and the FTSE 350 
generally saw increases over the 2016/17 financial year. 
Despite one of the Pension Regulator’s themes centring 
around the fair balancing of pension contributions with 
shareholder dividends, days of earnings committed to 
pensions has remained broadly stable in Scotland 
(although increasing slightly in monetary amounts) and 
has actually decreased for the average FTSE 350 
company. A boost has instead been given to dividends 
paid out to the sponsoring employer’s shareholders for 
both Scotland and the FTSE 350.

Dividend2 pay-out 
as a percentage of 
pension scheme 
contributions

Average days of 
company earnings 
committed to 
pension scheme 
contributions

FTSE 350 
2016/17

700% of 
contributions

11 days

Scottish 
companies 
2016/17

95% of 
contributions

28 days

Carillion 
2016/17

150% of 
contributions

67 days

Where the two groups differ markedly, however, is the 
level of contributions compared to dividends – FTSE 350 
companies continue to favour dividends whilst Scottish 
companies, on average, commit relatively more days of 
earnings to pension scheme contributions than 
dividends.

Our recent FTSE 350 Analysis for the 2016/17 financial 
year found that a typical FTSE 350 company paid out 
dividends 7 times that of their pension contributions 
whilst the average Scottish company’s dividend 
expenditure was 95% of its pension contributions. 
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Whilst it is reassuring to see most Scottish companies 
prioritising contributions over dividends, it is worth 
noting that some of Scotland’s biggest companies have 
suspended dividends and it will be interesting to see 
whether they follow their FTSE350 counterparts in 
favouring dividend payments over pension scheme 
contributions when the opportunity arises.

This further reinforces the importance of implementing a 
strategy to ensure that pension obligations are affordable 
in relation to the businesses that supports them. 
Schemes of all shapes and sizes may wish to explore the 
cost saving measures and improvement in member 
security that could be realised by a range of DB 
consolidation options.

The split of pension contributions and deficit payments as at FY 
2016/17 for the 31 Scottish companies analysed.

2Dividends and their equivalent for private companies.
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Opportunities:
Whilst this report highlights the issues faced by employers 
in Scotland that sponsor defined benefit pension schemes, 
there are currently a number of opportunities to help 
companies reduce pension risk:

•  Integrated risk management can provide clarity on risk 
(both balance sheet and cashflow risk) and support the 
decision on when to reduce risk.

• As Scottish schemes turn to riskier strategies in order to 
plug the funding gap, it is important that their limited 
resources are used as effectively as possible. Cashflow 
driven investment can be employed to avoid the 
downward spirals associated with being a forced seller 
of assets. 

• In the wake of recent mis-selling scandals such as that of 
the British Steel Pension Scheme members at Port 
Talbot, trustees and sponsors have a moral duty to 
protect members’ valuable benefits and support good 
retirement choices. 

• Schemes in weaker positions may benefit from exploring 
a range of exciting consolidation vehicles which could 
provide a funding boost whilst reducing risk.

Notes:
We have analysed the Scottish headquartered Plcs 
excluding investment funds and trusts. Of these, 31 
company sponsor defined benefit schemes that are 
sufficiently material to be disclosed under IAS19 in their 
annual reports have been included in this index. We have 
included UK and overseas funded and unfunded defined 
benefit schemes.

The following information has been taken from companies’ 
most recently published annual reports:

• Pension data - extracted from IAS19 disclosures.
• Earnings data - extracted from performance statements. 

We have referenced EBITDA, i.e. earnings before 
interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation.

• Staff, pension and other costs - extracted from the notes 
to accounts.


